The electromagnetic decay of the nuclei 152-154-156Dy is analyzed using microscopic Hartree-Fock calculations at finite temperature. The theoretical collective transition probabilities are implemented in numerical simulations to produce theoretical espectra. Thermal shape fluctuations are also taken into account. The inclusion of these correlation is crucial in order to understand the main features of the collective E2 spectra of these isotopes at different energies. The theoretical calculations suggest a shape change as responsible for the unusual features of the spectrum of the nucleus ls4Dy at high energy. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last years much progress has been made in the understanding of nuclear structure problems in the high spin region of heavy nuclei. Most of these studies have been devoted to the yrast region where many new phenomena have been discovered through the study of discrete lines. Some investigations have been made of states excited up to 8 MeV above the yrast line using quasicontinuum +y rays. This region is very interesting because new physics is expected to be found there, for example, damping of the rotational motion, pairing phase transitions and shape changes.
The description of the quasicontinuum is difficult not only experimentally but also theoretically. On the theoretical side any kind of microscopic description of the quasicontinuum is very complicated because of the high level density that characterizes this region. It is obvious that a microcanonical description is impossible, besides the fact that no one is interested in the detailed properties of each level. On the other hand, from the experience with the discrete states we have learned that a selfconsistent mean field approximation is a very convenient way to start with. As a matter of fact much progress has been made within the Hartree Fock Bogoliubov (HFB) theory and its cranked version (CHFB approximation) [1, 2] . The key point for the success of the mean field approximation is based in the fact that many correlations are taken into account by allowing symmetry breaking wave functions in the variational ansatz. The direct generalization of this theory to high excitation energy uses the grand canonical ensemble combined with the mean field approximation, i.e. the finite temperature HFB (FTHFB) [3-51. In this theory one has been able to describe most of the observed phenomenp at high spin and high excitation energies. The limitations of the mean field approximation at finite temperature do have the same origin as at zero temperature: the lack of correlations. While at zero temperature (T) only the quantum fluctuations are missing, at finite temperature one also has to consider the thermal fluctuations. At finite T it seems that the more important fluctuations around the mean values are those of thermal origin. This is fortunate because these can be taken into account in a rather straightforward way [6-81 by statistical averaging around the mean values.
A definite prediction of the FTHFB theory is that a phase transition occurs either with increasing temperature at fixed spin or with increasing spin at fixed temperature [9,lO] . The phases correspond to collective motion on one hand and aligned-particle motion (7 = -60" in our convention) on the other hand. This prediction has been also made using the Landau theory of phase transitions [11,123. On a plot of energy vs. spin, a characteristic phase diagram is obtained (see for example Fig. 3 of [13] ). In a finite system, where the phase transition may be smeared out by fluctuations, it is an interesting general problem in mesoscopic physics to explore the remnant signatures of the phase transitions. This is the central problem we wish to address in this paper.
Recent experiments on a sequence of Dy isotopes with mass 152, 154 and 156 [14, 15] have extracted the quasicontinuum E2 spectra arising from excited 7 cascades. All three nuclei displayed a pronounced collective E2 component, usually in the form of a broad peak. However, an unexpected splitting into two distinct parts was observed only in ls4Dy, which clearly implied a structural change along the y cascade. This unusual splitting may well be a signature for a shape phase transition. We shall explore this possibility in this paper by investigating whether the splitting is related to a phase transition predicted in the mean field theory. The structure properties of these nuclei have been analyzed in the preceding paper
[13], they have been studied within the FTHFB and with inclusion of shape fluctuations. We refer the interested reader to it for a detailed study.
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the quasicontinuum E2 spectra in the abovementioned Dy isotope, using the results of (a) mean field theory (FTHF) and (b) with the additional inclusion of fluctuations. The paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 the underlying theory is examined. In sect. 3 the numerical simulation of the y cascade is described. Sect. 4 and 5 report the results of the simulation and the conclusions.
THEORY
For all the investigations corresponding to the decay of hot nuclei the background of statistical y-rays plays a crucial role. In the analysis of nearly all the experiments for this purpose one has used the statistical model. See ref.
[18] for a recent review on the electromagnetic decay of a hot nucleus. Calculations based on simple models [19-211 unfortunately carry considerable uncertainties. In the statistical model, for instance, the energy dependence of the level density is crucial but only poorly known. The same applies to the ratio of average MI, El and E2 matrix elements [21] . In the statistical model the M1 and E2 matrix elements are taken constant, and the E l has an energy dependence to take into account the strength of the giant dipole resonance. On the other hand, an exact calculation, taking into account the decay properties of all states with spin Ih in the energy interval between E and E + dE, is clearly out of the question in the continuum region.
An alternative microscopic method to calculate the transition rates has been developed in [22] and [23] . There the random-phase approximation (RPA) is combined with the finitetemperature (FT) cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (CHFB) approach in the formalism of the grand canonical ensemble. This is done first by solving the FTCHFB equations for given values of cranking frequency and temperature. Small oscillations around the minima so determined are subsequently taken into account in terms of the FTRPA. The decay rate from an initial state i, with spin I;, to a final state f, with spin I f , through emission of a photon with multipolarity L and energy E-,, is given by [25] where Bj;(L) is the reduced transition probability E-,
and is the y-strength function: This formula holds in the laboratory system, i.e. with eigenstates of the angular momentum. Writing it in the rotating system requires two changes (see also Here, fm is the temperature-dependent occupation probability of quasiparticle state rn, and Q;k2 is the o+a part of the operator Q 2 -2 in the quasiparticle representation. In this transition the emitted photon carries two units of angular momentum and an energy ET = 2 b , with fiw the angular frequency defined in eq. 11.
To do a fully microscopic description of the electromagnetic decay we should apply the just mentioned formalism. That means solving the full FTRPA equations at many points of the ( E , I ) plane. In this paper, however, we are only interested in the description of the collective E2 rotational bump obtained after substraction of the statistical gamma rays.
Therefore, in order to simplify the calculations, it seems that a good approximation is to evaluate the B( E2) transition probabilities selfconsistently and the statistical ones in the frame of the statistical model. This simplification, on the other hand, will allow us to do a better job in the'kvaluation of the collective E2 transitions. Theories that go beyond the mean field, Le. theories including fluctuations, take into account, apart from one mean field at a fixed deformation'with minimal free energy, further configurations, i.e. at lower excitation energies, in particular, those fields found by changes in the deformation. At zero temperature the system can execute vibrations in each of these collective parameters (in the case of orientations, where the energy surface is flat in a especific direction, we have rotations). In a microscopic picture these quantum fluctuations can, for instance, be described in the Generator Coordinate Method by a coherent superposition of Slater determinants with different deformations. These fluctuations are expected to decrease very rapidly with increasing excitation energy and are very difficult to evaluate. In our calculation we expect them to play a minor role and will be neglected.
At finite temperatures we have, in addition, statistical -or thermal-fluctuations (in particular in the shape parameter), i.e. the incoherent averaging over many single particle densities based on mean fields with different deformations. According to Landau [27] the probability for a certain value Q of the deformation is characterized by the free energy F ( o ) of the system with this average deformation Q p ( a ) cx C F ( * ) I T .
Using classical statistics, therefore, the probability of emitting a photon with the nucleus In the present calculation we only consider shape fluctuations, we adopt, therefore, the second definition. The energy Er(a) of the emitted photon is E,(a) = 2fiw(a).
For a realistic evaluation of the different observables entering into the electromagnetic decay of a hot nucleus we use the configuration space and the effective interaction of KumarBaranger [29] within the frame of the finite temperature Hartree-Fock formalism'. In the actual calculations we proceed as follows. First the cranked finite temperature Hartree-Fock equations are solved for fixed temperature and angular momentum by minimizing the grand potent i a1
with the parameters X and w determined by the constraints of the Coulomb force, is unable to describe superdeformed shapes. This is an unwanted feature because we know that superdeformed shapes have been measured in these nuclei [30] . Although the decay paths of the nuclei under study do not populate significantly the superdeformed shapes, its absence in our mean field calculation results in insufficient collectivity, particularly in lS2Dy. We shall find in our calculations that to obtain quantitative agreement with the experimental data we have to artificially increase the effective quadrupole moment. I decides the energy and multipolarity of the emitted photon, providing us the cooordinates (&, 12) of the next point. The proccess is repeated to provide the energy and multipolarity of the next emitted photon. The gamma rays emitted below a energy cut-off over the yrast line are discarded2. The last gamma ray crossing this cut-off is not taken into account. All the emitted photons determine a cascade. In this way we generate several thousand cascades which we can manipulate to produce spectra similar to the experimental ones.
The simulation begins with the calculation of the entry cloud. The average spin of the cloud has the measured value 114,151 and gaussian distribution in spin with width a(1) = 5h. The energy dependence of this cloud is somewhat complicated [32] . It is done in a way that reflects the particle emission competition. Essentially, it follows a thermal distribution. The overall effect is not very different from an entry cloud calculated with a rotated blob characterized by two gaussian distributions, one in energy and the other in spin. The energy at which this distribution peaks is chosen to be near the experimentally determined value. The relevant information of the entry points used in the simulation has been collected in Table I .
The transition probabilities for all the decay modes are calculated next. In order to have a simulation that could be compared directly with the experimental data we choose to consider only El3 transitions with ( I -r I -l), (I + I ) , and ( I + I + 1) and collective E2 transitions with ( I -+ I -2).
The E l transition probability was calculated using a standard El strength function [33] , with a Lorentzian shape centered at 14.96 MeV and a width of 5 MeV. Although, in principle, it would have been better to use a shape with two peaks, at least for the well deformed 156Dy, the runs did not show a significant difference. The level density is based on Lang's [34] formula, with a = A/7 [14] . Following [35-381, a factor was applied to the strength function to correct the excess of low energy gamma rays and to give a finite limit when ET -+ 0.
The reduced transition probabilities B(E2) are obtained in two different ways: the first one is based on the cranked Finite Temperature Hartree Fock Theory, the second incorporates the shape fluctuations in the way mentioned in the preceding section ' .
The main deficiencies of our model are, probably, the neglect of pairing correlations and the effect, discussed above, that the separable forces used in the calculations do not provide enough softness towards superdeformed shapes. We cannot , therefore expect a quantitative agreement of the experimental and the theoretical average decay path because superdeformed 2That means discrete lines emitted near the Yrast line are not taken into account. 3The E l was further decomposed into 'statisticals' and 'soil' [14] , the latter determined as those emitted below an energy cut-off.
4A third calculation taking into account pairing correlations has been also investigated using the Finite Temperature Hartree Fock Bogoliubov (FTHFB) approximation. One obtains a shift of the spectra to higher energies but not the second bump in lS4Dy. The second bump is only obtained when the shape fluctuations are taken into account. A full scale calculation involving both degrees of freedom is very CPU time consuming, and is beyond our possibilities.
shapes are known to exist in ls2Dy and neighboring nuclei [30] . Alhassid and Bush [lr] have pointed out that the minimum corresponding to superdeformed shapes, which can be quite low in energy at high spin, significantly enhances collectivity since fluctuations cause these highly collective shapes to be sampled. However, as mentioned, we are not able to generate superdeformed shapes with our separable hamiltonian. To mock up the enhancement of collectivity from superdeformed shapes, we have performed some calculations where the operator Q 2 -2 of eq. 8 is artificially increased. In addition, the calculated y ray energies are also increased to give better agreement with experiment. The increase in energy compensates for the fact that pairing correlations are not included in the calculation. If pairing were included the moment of inertia (3) would be smaller and the cranking frequency larger (in the cranking model I = Jw and E-, = 2w ). The fact that we use smaller factors with increasing mass number is consistent with the experimental finding that the superdeformed have been populated in Dy isotopes with A = 152 and 153 and not in those with larger A. We want to emphasize, however, that the calculations with these additional procedures do not provide new physics but a better quantitative agreement with the experimental results. They indicate that, despite the inclusion of fluctuations, there is an overall deficiency of collectivity. In Table I1 we show the multiplicities and spin exit points obtained in the different calculations. Experimental results are given in table I11 for comparison.
The quasicontinuum cascades are terminated for U below 1.5 MeV for 152Dy, 1.0 MeV for 154Dy, and 0.7 Mev for 156Dy following refs. [14, 15] .
IV. RESULTS
The experimental results 114,151 which we are attempting to reproduce are depicted in figs. 1 and 2 (dashed lines). These spectra were obtained by populating high-spin states of 152Dy, 154Dy and ls6Dy via the reaction 120*1229124Sn( 36S ,4n) 152-154-15sDy with 148-165
MeV beams from ATLAS (Argonne Tandem Linac Accelerator System). For the nucleus 15*Dy data were obtained with three bombarding energies (148, 155, and 165 MeV ) to vary the angular momentum of the entry distribution. The experimental espectra for the low, medium and high angular momentum distribution, shown by the dashed lines in fig. 2 , are F of the quasicontinuum collective E2 y-rays emitted from highly excited states. Broad E2 peaks were obtained in all three Dy isotopes. Only single components could be discerned in 152-15sDy ( fig. l) , but two distinct peaks were seen in "*Dy, particularly at the highest beam energy ( fig. 2 ).
The spectra obtained by our calculations are compared with the experimental ones in Figs. 1 and 2 . The spectra for ls2Dy and "' Dy are shown in Fig. 1 . The left panel shows results using the FTHF theory, i.e. mean field approximation with no fluctuations. For ' "Dy: no E2 y-rays are obtained since the quasicontinuum cascades all occur in the region where the nucleus is oblate. In contrast, all cascades in 156Dy occur in the domain where the nucleus is collective, so that a pronounced E2 peak is obtained (although at lower energy than measured).
These features can be clearly seen by looking at Fig. 3 where we have represented contour lines of the (P,y) deformations as a function of the excitation energy and the angular momentum, together with several cascades of the theoretical simulation. In Fig. 3 we see in the lower part, for 156Dy, that most of the cascade go through a region corresponding to a well deformed prolate nucleus. This picture agrees with the spectrum observed in Fig. 1 . In the upper part we observe that the cascades of the nucleus lS2Dy flow along a path corresponding to a slightly deformed oblate nucleus. This is reflected in the left panel of Fig. 1 in the absence of an E 2 peak.
The middle panels of fig. 1 gives the results when shape fluctuations are included. An immediate consequence is that the collective region of the /3-y plane is now sampled through the fluctuations. Thus, a quasicontinuum E2 peak is now present in "' Dy. However, the peak is still smaller that t&e experimental one, showing that there is still insufficient collectivity.
Inclusion of fluctuations smooths out the E2 spectrum in "' Dy, but otherwise the overall spectral shape is not changed since collectivity was already present without fluctuations.
The right panels in fig. l 'show spectra from calculations where the ad hoc procedure is introduced to increase Q 2 -2 and E?. As discussed above, the increase of Q 2 -2 compensates for the insufficient collectivity, due to the absence of a superdeformed minimum which is known to occur at high spin [30] and which would otherwise have been sampled by the fluctuations [17] . The increase in E-, compensates for the neglect of pairing, which would have increased the transition energies by decreasing the moment of inertia. With the ad hoc procedure introduced to overcome deficiencies in the mean-field part of the theory, excellent agreement is obtained with experiment for both 152J56Dy. However, this is hardly surprising since the procedure was tuned to produce agreement. Fig. 2 shows the results for 154Dy. In the left panels, where,no fluctuations are included, only the portion of the cascade in the collective region gives rise to a E2 peak, as in 156Dy. The portion which is in the oblate region does not yield a E2 component, as in 152Dy. This can be seen in fig. 4 where we have the same plots as in Fig. 3 but for the three entry points of the nucleus lS4Dy. In the low entry point plot most of the cascade go through a region of prolate deformation, thus generating the one bump structure observed in the left panel of fig. 2 . At medium and high energy entry points, a fraction of the cascades start in a region of medium triaxial deformation. The admixture of this fraction is responsible for the appearance of some high energy (> 1 MeV) y-rays, mainly at the high bombarding energy in the left panel of fig. 2 .
The situation improves when fluctuations are included (middle panels); the part of the cascade in the oblate region can now give rise to the high-energy E2 peak, again as observed for *52Dy. For the low entry spin conditions corresponding to the lowest beam energy, most of the cascade are in the collective region, so that no noticeable high-energy component appears. For conditions appropriate for the middle beam energy, a few cascades are present in the oblate region, giving rise to a small high-energy shoulder. At the highest beam energy, sufficient angular momentum is brought in to give significant cascades in the oblate region, thereby yielding a distinct high-energy peak. The spectrum for 154Dy can be viewed as a superposition of contributions from 152*156Dy, or from cascades in the regions where the nucleus is either oblate (non-collective) or collective. Although the overall multiplicity is smaller than measured (due to insufficient collectivity), the distinct two-peak feature observed experimentally is reproduced. This is a manifestation that cascades from both the oblate and collective regions on either side of the predicted phase boundary now contribute to the E2 spectrum. Hence the two-peak feature is a signature that the phase transition present in the mean-field theory is not washed out completly by the fluctuations. Indeed the fluctuations are responsible for the high-energy peak. The right panels shows that inclusion of ad hoc procedures to compensate for deficiencies in the mean-field theory yield very good agreement with experiment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a study of the electromagnetic decay of three nuclei at different entry points to analyze the collective E2 espectra. In the numerical simulations we have incorporated a micr6scopic calculation of the collective E2 transition probabilities. For the statistical E l we use the statistical model prescription, with the El y strength function proposed in ref. [35] . We obtain a reasonable agreement with the experimental results only by inclusion of the fluctuations associated with the shape degrees of freedom. This is a clear cut demonstration of the vital role of fluctuations in the collective properties of nuclei.
We found that the two-bump structure of 154Dy ( at the highest beam energy ) is caused by a phase transition from a prolate well deformed nucleus at low angular momentum to an oblate deformed one at high angular momentum. Thus, despite the fluctuations present in a finite system, signs of a phase transition are seen to persist.
In conclusion, we have implemented for the first time theoretical B(E2)'s in cascade codes describing the decay of highly excited nuclei. We find a qualitative agreement with the experimental date and we believe that this a significant achievement. This should encourage calculations along the lines of this paper which alsd incorporate full microscopic strengh functions for all decays, as proposed in ref. 
